Bubble Wrap® IB Pouch

Inflatable Cushioning Solution

Ready-To-Use On Demand Bubble Bag

Designed to run on the NewAir I.B. Flex™ and NewAir I.B. Express® packaging systems, Bubble Wrap® IB Pouch is an on-demand inflatable bubble bag solution made of superior performing cushioning and surface protection films.

OPTIMIZES MATERIAL USAGE BY MORE THAN 50%
Made with patented Barrier Bubble® technology, Pouch puts an end to needless overwrapping in your operations, by reducing the amount of packaging material required to provide proper cushioning protection.

INCREASES PACK TIMES BY 20%
Ready-to-use upon inflation, Pouch saves time by reducing the steps in the packaging process.

ENABLES CONSISTENT PACKS FROM OPERATOR TO OPERATOR
Bubble Wrap® IB Pouch takes the guesswork - and wasted overwrapping- out of the packaging process, which enables consistent protection and cost from pack to pack.

IMPROVES TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY BY 33%
Bubble Wrap® IB Pouch enables customers to minimize box size and reduce the billable freight weight of the package by eliminating excessive wrapping.

OFFERS UP TO 80% STORAGE SPACE SAVINGS
Bubble Wrap® IB Pouch ships flat, stores flat, and inflates on demand requiring significantly less storage space than traditional bulky materials.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **Bubble Height:**
  - 1/4”, 1/2”, and 3/4”

- **Pouch Depth:**
  - 6” and 12”

- **Pouch Width:**
  - Several sizes available*

*Please reach out to your Sealed Air Representative for more information